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Abstract. Climate simulationsof the middle atmospherecirculation with general
circulation models are now starting to include parameterizations of the momentum
flux deposition due to unresolvedgravity wave spectra. A current uncertainty
in the application of such parameterizations is the specification of the imposed
gravity wave spectrum. The aim of this work is to quantify the effect of varying
within a realistic range the source spectrum of a gravity wave parameterization in
a general circulation model. Results from two simulations with the gravity wave
spectrum launched at two different heights, the surface and the 110-hPa pressure
level, respectively, are compared. Noteworthy differencesfound in the simulated

middle atmosphereresponseincludethe following (1) The averagetemperature in
the southern winter upper stratosphere is about 40 K warmer in the experiment
with the surface as the launching height, virtually eliminating the typical cold polar

bias that affectsmany generalcirculationmodels. (2) Strongereasterliesin the
subtropical summer mesosphere,again in the experiment with the surface as the
launching height. Diagnostics of the parameterized gravity waves indicate that in
the experiment with the surface as the launching height, the net zonal momentum
flux transported by the gravity waves is negative just above the troposphere at
middle latitudes. This negative net momentum flux facilitates the deceleration
of the mesosphericwinter westerlies. The meridional circulation induced by such
deceleration is thereafter responsiblefor the substantial polar winter warming. In
contrast, in summer the negative net momentum flux limits the upper mesospheric
decelerationof the easterlies. In the experiment with launching height at 110-hPa,
the gravity wave net momentumflux is instead zero by constructionat the launching
height.

1.

scale circulation that transports chemical constituents

Introduction

The momentum flux deposition from a spectrum of
upward propagating gravity waves is acknowledgedto
be responsiblefor the reversalof the temperature gradient at the mesopause and the formation of the win-

and aerosolsin the middle atmosphere[Holton et al.,
1995]. The importanceof includingthis circulationin

deriving the impact of changesin the atmospheric composition that occur in the troposphere is a motivation
for developing climate general circulation models that
ter warm stratopause[Andrewset al., 1987;Hitchman include the middle atmosphere. However such models
et al., 1989]. In addition to theselocal effects,meso- have to be integrated for a long time to addressthe clisphericgravity wave breaking is know to exert a down- mate problem and therefore have relatively low horizonward control on the stratospherictemperature distribu- tal resolution, clearly not enoughto resolvethe relevant

tion [Hayneset al., 1991;Mcintyre, 1992; Garcia and (i.e., small scalehigh frequency)waves.Thereforeit is
Boville, 1994] and to contribute,togetherwith plan- of interest and still very much a field of experimentation
etary wave breaking, to the dynamical driving of the
residual mean meridional circulation; i.e., the large-

Paper number 98JD02274.

to test comprehensiveparameterizations of the effects
of unresolvedgravity wave spectra.
Parameterizations of the momentum flux deposition
from a continuous spectrum of gravity waves have recently been developed in order to account for non-
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orographicwaves[Fritts and Lu, 1993; Medvedevand
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Klaassen,1995; Hines, 1997a, b]. An uncertaintyin
the application of such a parameterization is the specification of the source spectrum.
In this work a general circulation model is used to
examine the response of the circulation in the middle atmosphere to the variations of a parameterized
gravity wave sourcespectrumthat are associatedwith
the changein the launchingheight of the sourcespectrum. Two 10-year simulations have been performed
with the generalcirculationmodel, one with a launching height for the continuousspectrum being closeto
the tropopause and another with this sourcespectrum
launched at the surface. Within the current knowledge,
both options are reasonable although an idealization.
The purposesof this experimental design are to quantify the sensitivity of the simulated circulation to two
extreme casesof the parameterized gravity wave forcing and to determine a possiblerange of the model responsesfor the particular gravity wave parameterization employed. The change in the circulation in the
middle atmosphere is first examined by looking at the
seasonalevolution of the zonal mean low-frequency responseas a conciseway to summarizeand evaluate the

WAVE PARAMETERIZATION

IN GCM

(ECHAM4 model,top at 10 hPa; MA/ECHAM4 model,
top at 0.01 hPa), the parameterizationof the effectsof
gravity waves,and a few modificationsin the radiation
schemeand in the representation of the horizontal diffusion. The model structure and parameterizations are
summarized

in Table

1.

In the MA/ECHAM4 modelthe gravitywaveparameterization consistsof two parts, separatelyrepresenting
the effectsof the momentum depositionfrom orographic
gravity wavesand from a continuousgravity wave spec-

trum. A modifiedversionof the McFarlane[1987]parameterization is used to account for the orographic
gravity wave drag and will be described in a subsequent paper. The Doppler spread formulation of Hines

[1997a,b] is usedto parameterizethe effectsof a continuousspectrumof nonorographic
gravitywaves(Table
1). The implementationof the Doppler spreadparameterization(DSP) in the MA/ECHAM4 modelfollows
Manzini et al. [1997],with the exceptionof the way in
which the gravity wave sourcespectrum is prescribed.
Namely, the characteristic horizontal wavenumber, the
launching height, and the rms wind speed have been
modified in the current model version, as outlined be-

basicbehaviorof the simulations(section3).

low.

In addition to analyzing the simulated responsefrom
the large-scalecirculation, it is also of interest to examine differencesin the propagation and dissipationof
the parameterizedgravity wavesin the two simulations.
This diagnostic of gravity wave parameters will illustrate the effects of the tropospheric wind on the gravity wave spectrum in the case where the spectrum is
launched at the surface, and will elucidate the causes
of the changesin the middle atmosphere circulation
(section4). Comparisonswith similargravity waveparameters inferred from observationsmight also suggest
which one of the two spectrum configurationsat the
tropopause is more realistic.
A preliminary investigationof how stationary planetary wavesin the northern hemispherewinter are affected by the imposed changesin the gravity wave
sourcespectrumis reported in section5. Daily variability and short time fluctuations, suddenstratospheric
warmingsand transient waveswill be addressedin a

Two 10-year simulations that differ only in how the
gravity wave spectrum is prescribed have been per-

subsequent paper.

2. Design of the Experiments
The generalcirculationmodel usedis the middle atmosphere(MA) ECHAM4 modeldevelopedat the Max
Planck Institute in Hamburg. It is an upwardextended

formedwith the MA/ECHAM4 model. In the first integration (CNTRL) the DSP gravity wavesourcespectrum is launchedat 110 hPa with a constantgravity
waverms wind speedof 1.75 m s-x. This spectrum
is isotropic relative to the resolved backgroundwind
as simulatedin the model. In the secondintegration
(EXP2) the sourcespectrumis launchedat the surface
with an isotropicand constantgravity wave rms wind
speedof 1.5 m s-x. Both rmsvaluesof the windspeed
have been chosenon the basisof short (few months)
numerical experiments so as to ensure values in the
ranges of estimates from available observationsin the

upper troposphereand lowerstratosphere[ Allen and
Vincent,1995;Fritts and Nastrom,1992].
Both simulationsinclude a latitudinal dependencein
the characteristic horizontal wavenumber K*.

This lati-

tudinal dependencehas beenintroducedon the assumption that the ratio of the model grid length to the effectivegravity wavehorizontalwavelengthshouldvary
relatively slowly in latitude. We have taken this into
account roughly by choosing:

K* - KMJ'N[COSO
+ KM•rN/KM.aX]
-x

(1)

version of the ECHAM4 model. Most of the physical

parameterizations,particularly those that are relevant where0 is the latitudeandKMIN and KMAX aregiven
mainly for troposphericprocesses,and the basicmodel in Table 1.
structure are common to both models. A detailed deFor all simulations,the seasurfacetemperaturefield
scription of the ECHAM4 model is given by Roeckner is specifiedfollowingthe AtmosphericModel Intercom-

et al. [1996a,b, and reference
therein].The majordif- parisonProjectmonthlymeanclimatology
[Gates,1992],
ferencesbetween the two models include the specifica- the ozonedistributionfollowsthe monthly zonal mean
tion of the vertical coordinate and location of model top from the chemicalmodelof Briihl [1993],and the di-
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Table 1. MA/ECHAM4 Model: Structure and Parameterizations
Structure/Process

Description
Vorticity, divergence,temperature, logarithm surfacepressure,specifichumidity,
mixing ratio of cloud water and a number of optional tracers. The model is

Prognosticvariables

based on the primitive equations.
Spherical harmonic basis functions with T30 triangular truncation. Nonlinear
terms and parameterized physics on the associatedGaussian grid. Second-order
finite differenceon a hybrid sigma-pressurecoordinate system with 39 vertical

Discretization

layers,from the surfaceto 0.01 hPa (80 km). The vertical resolutionis
slowly decreasingwith height and is about 2 km in the lower stratbsphere.
Semi-implicit time stepping schemewith a weak filter. A time step of 900 s
is used. The radiation schemeis updated every 2 hours. updated every 2 hours.
The advection of water componentsand tracers is calculated by using
a semi-Lagrangiantransport scheme[Williamsonand Rasch,1994].
The radiation schemeis adoptedfrom ECMWF [Fouquartand Bonnel, 1980;
Morcrette,1991],with a few modifications:Voigt line shapecorrectionto take
into account Doppler broadening at low pressure,inclusion of additional

Transport
Radiation

greenhousegasesand optional aerosols,revised parameterization for the

water vapor continuum[Giorgettaand Wild, 1995],and optical propertiesfor
clouds[Roeckner,1995].
Gravity wave parameterizations

The orographicgravity wave parameterization is based on the formulation

of McFarlane [1987]. The parameterizationof momentumflux
depositiondue to a continuousspectrum of vertically propagating gravity
wavesfollowsHines [1997a,b]. An azimuthallyisotropicand constant

gravitywavevariance
is assumed
at the launching
height.At eachgridpoint,
eight azimuths (E, NE, N, NW, W, SW, S, and SE) are considered.The
initial vertical wavenumber spectrum is proportional to the vertical wavenumber.
The characteristic horizontal wavenumber is assumedto increase poleward

(KM•N -- 10-5 m-• andKMAX -- 10-4 m-l).
Cumulus

convection

Mass flux scheme for penetrative, shallow and midlevel convection

[Tiedke,1989],with modifieddetrainmentand closurefor penetrative
convection[Nordeng,1994]. The schemeconsiderscondensation,
evaporation, precipitation formation and convective transport of momentum,
heat, specific humidity, cloud water and tracers.
Stratiform

clouds

Cloud water mixing ratio prognosticequationfollowing$undqvist[1978]
to include fractional cloudiness.Sources/sinksdue to condensation,
evaporation, precipitation and detrained convective cloud water

are considered[Roeckneret al., 1991]. The transportterms
Surface fluxes and vertical

diffusion

include semi-Lagrangian advection and turbulent diffusion.
Turbulent surfacefluxes of momentum, heat, specifichumidity, cloud water
and tracers accordingto the bulk transfer relation. Above the surfacelayer,
the eddy diffusion method is applied. The eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity
are parameterized in terms of the turbulent kinetic energy

[Brinkopand Roeckner,1995].
Horizontal

The T30 modelusesa V -xø operatorwith a 6 hourdampingtime for the

diffusion

highestwavenumber.The horizontaldiffusionis enhancedat high
wavenumbers

Upper level dissipation

for CFL

unstable

conditions.

At themodel
top(fora number
oflevels),
Rayleigh
friction
either
onthetotal
flow or on the zonal waves only is optional. Neither is used in the standard version.

urnal and seasonalcycles are included in the radiative
transfer

calculation.

3. Changes in the Zonal Mean Response
3.1.

Seasonal

In order to compare the simulations with observaResponse
tions, the ECMWF reanalysis data are used up to 50

hPa, the combined
analysisdata [Randel,1992]fromthe
Climate Prediction

Center and the National

Centers for

EnvironmentalPrediction(denotedas the NCEP data
set) from 10 to 1 hPa, aswell as in the troposphere.For
the monthly mean zonal mean temperature and zonal
wind the CIRA(1986) data set is alsoused[Fleminget
al., 1990].

Evolution

The latitude-time

of the

Zonal

Mean

evolution of the zonal mean tem-

peraturedifferencebetweenthe middleatmospheremode]
control version, and the ECMWF

reanalysis is plot-

ted at 100 and 50 hPa, in Figure 1. A 30-dayrunning mean, averagedover 10 years for the simulation
and 15 years (1979-1993)for the reanalysis,is usedto
illustrate the low frequency seasonalevolution. Fig-
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in the summer months (June - July in the northern
hemisphereand December- January in the southern),
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and easterliesare also present in the tropics, stronger
at the summer side of the equator. The typical interhemisphericasymmetry in the zonal mean zonal wind

strengthand in its seasonalevolution(strongerwinds
at the end the winter in the southern hemisphereversus

strongermidwinter winds in the northernhemisphere)
in the lower stratosphere is therefore well simulated in
this version of the model.

•os 66s3os ['Q 3aN66N96N

Note that with respect to the ECMWF reanalysis,
the zonal mean temperature bias of the control model

Figure 1. Differencebetweenthe CNTRL simulation
and the ECMWF reanalysis,CNTRL-ECMWF, for the is quite small (lessthan 2 K) throughoutmost of the
30-day running mean of the zonal mean temperature: tropospherewhile somewhatlarge (about 10 K) at 200
latitude-timesection(left) at 100hPa and at (right) 50 hPa in the polar regions(not shown). In this respect,
hPa. The CNTRL temperature is a 10-year ensemble
mean. The ECMWF reanalysistemperature is the ensemblemeanfrom a 15-yeardata set (1979-1993).The
contourinterval is 5 K (light shadingindicatespositive
values).
ure 1 shows that in the lower stratosphere the zonal

mean temperature bias of the control integration with
respect to the ECMWF reanalysisis relatively small

(lessthan 5 K) throughoutmost of the year. Consistently with a small temperature bias, it is found also
that the zonal mean low-frequency circulation in the
lower stratosphere is realistic, as shown by Figure 2,
which depicts the latitude-time evolution of the zonal
mean zonal wind at 50 hPa from the reanalysis and the

CNTRL experiment. In agreementwith the ECMWF
reanalysis,in the model control integrationit is found

the middle atmosphere model is comparable to the

ECHAM4 model with top at 10 hPa [Roeckneret al.,
1996a].
Although the simulation of the lower stratosphereis
quite good in the control simulation, a high-latitude
temperature cold bias develops at lower pressurelevels
during winter, Figure 3. During northern winter the
cold bias is still small at 10 hPa, while at 1 hPa it is
10-15 K during November and December, poleward of
60øN. In the southern hemisphere the simulated zonal

mean temperature is substantially colder, the largest

bias (30-40 K) occurringin July-Augustat 1 hPa (as
for the northernhemisphere,the biasis worseat I hPa).
Figure 3 also showsthat in the southernhemispherethe
largest temperature bias occurs later in the seasonat

the lowerpressurelevel (the largestbiasis foundduring
Septemberat 10 hPa and duringJuly-Augustat 1 hPa).

that relativelystrongwesterlies
(20-30m s-x) occur
from the beginning of December to the end of Jan-
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Figure 2. Ensemble mean of the 30-day running mean

runningmeanof the zonalmeantemperature:latitudetime section(left) at 10 hPa and (right) at I hPa. The

of the zonal mean zonal wind: (left) from the 15 year CNTRL temperatureis a 10-yearensemblemean. The
meanfrom
ECMWF reanalysisand (right) from the 10-year CN- NCEP analysistemperatureis the ensemble
TRL simulation, latitude-time sectionsat 50 hPa. The a 15-yeardataset (1979-1993).The contourintervalis
contour interval is 10 m s-x.

5 K (lightshadingindicates
positivevalues).
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In the present context the sensitivity to the variations introduced in the setting of the gravity wave parameterization in the EXP2 integration is illustrated

the winter EXP2-NCEP temperature differenceis positive at 10 and 1 hPa, indicatinga more than successful
abatementof the large coldbias presentin the control
simulation. In fact, the presenceof a warm bias sug-

MAY

MAR
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by the changein the temperaturebias with respectto
the NCEP analysis(Figure 5). In both hemispheres

OCT

AUG

IN GCM

geststoo largea role playedby the dynamicalheating
associated
with the gravitywavemomentumflux deposition,for the EXP2 simulation.At the 1 hPa levelthe
temperaturewarmbiasis particularlylarge(morethan

JAN
90S 60S 50S

EO 50N 60N 90N

10K) in thenorthernspring(February
andMarch)and
in the southernautumnto earlywinter (April to July).

Figure 4. Ensemblemeanof the 30-dayrunningmean
of the zonal mean temperaturefrom the 15 year NCEP The control simulation was not particularly affectedby
analysis: latitude-time section(left) at 10 hPa and the cold bias at that level during thoseperiods. The late
(right)at I hPa. The contourintervalis 5 K (dark winter and spring (August to November)temperature
bias in the southern hemisphere at 10 hPa is relatively
shading,< 200 K; light shading,> 260 K).
small (5 K), suggesting
a realisticbreakingdownof the
polar vortex in the EXP2 integration. Note that the
polar summer bias does not appear to be sensitive to
At both pressurelevelsthe largesttemperaturebias in
the changesin the gravity wave parameterization, supthe southernhemisphereseenin Figure 3 therefore ocporting other sourcesof errors,as suggestedabove. The
curs during the time of the zonal mean polar temperapresenceof large and even oppositedeparturesfrom the
ture increase,i.e., in late winter and early spring after
observedaveragestate as those seenin Figure 3 and 5
the seasonaltemperatureminimum(May at I hPa and
illustrates how difficult it is to obtain absolute improveJune-Julyat 10 hPa; seeFigure 4). This behavior of
mentsin a middle atmospheregeneralcirculationmodel
the southern hemisphere temperature is in contrast to
without introducing spatial and temporal variations in
that of the northern hemisphere,where the largest bias
the gravity wave spectrum used in the parameterizais found in late autumn and early winter. A possible tion.
reason for this difference is that planetary wave break-

ing might play a larger role than gravity wave breaking
in the midwinter and spring circulation of the northern hemisphere[Garciaand Boville,1994;Manzini and
Bengtsson,1996].

3.2.

tion used or the treatment

of the shortwave

radiative

Cross

Sections

In this section the sensitivity to the gravity wave parameterization

At 1 hPa an additional cold bias is found at polar
latitudes in the summer months of both hemispheres.

This cold bias might be related to the ozone distribu-

Meridional

is illustrated

for the entire vertical
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transfer, although a contributionfrom the gravity wave
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parameterization cannot be excluded. Further experiSEP
SEP
ments are needed to clarify this point.
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The winter polar temperature bias shown in Figure 3
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is expectedto be sensitiveto the momentumflux depo- JUL
JUN
sition from the gravity waveparameterization. General
MAY
circulation models are in fact known to produce insuffi- MAY
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cient dynamical driving of the stratosphericcirculation
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from the resolvedscales[Boville,1995;Hamilton et al., MAR
FEB _ •.•
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• ==========================
1995; Manzini and Bengtsson,1996]. Generally, the
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meridional temperature field in the middle atmosphere
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9OS6OS5OS EO 36N 60N 9ON
as simulated using a general circulation model with a
reasonablycomprehensive
radiativetransfer schemebut Figure 5. Differencebetweenthe EXP2 simulation
and the NCEP analysis,EXP2-NCEP, for the 30-day

AUG

•"•
•,'

J::::•::•:::::•:
•::•::::::::::::

no gravity wave parameterization(not even Rayleigh runningmeanof the zonalmeantemperature:latitudefriction on the meanflow) tendstoward a temperature time section(left) at 10 hPa and (right) at I hPa. The
field which is significantlydifferent from the observed EXP2 temperature is a 10-yearensemblemean. The
one and is typical of a radiatively determined temper- NCEP analysistemperatureis the ensemblemeanfrom
ature field suchas that computedby Fels [1985] and a 15-yeardataset (1979-1993). The contourinterval is
5 K (lightshadingindicatespositivevalues).
Shine[1987].
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January is less pronounced in experiment EXP2 than

O01

in CNTRL.
0.1

In the southern winter, large changesin the temperature field between the two experiments are found
throughout all the middle atmosphere. The EXP2
warming of the polar stratospherein July is accompanied by a downward shift of about 10 km of the win-

100

ter separatedstratopause(from 65 km in the control
simulationto 55 km in EXP2). The descentof the
stratopausein EXP2 is a direct consequenceof the circulation changesinduced by the parameterizedgravity

wave driving (seealso Figure 8) and is responsiblefor
the occurrenceof the largest temperature differencebetween 50 and 40 km, with the EXP2 simulation more

than 40 K warmer at the pole (comparealsoFigures3
and 5, at I hPa). The comparisonof the two simulationswith the July CIRA(1986) data indicatesthat the
typical cold bias affectingthe CNTRL simulation of the
southern hemispherewinter is substantially reduced in
EXP2.

Concerningthe summer upper mesospheretemperature, a 5 - 10 K coolingis found in July at the North Pole
in EXP2 versus control, consistentlywith a stronger
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Figure 6. Ensemblemean of the zonal mean tem- 70
perature(top) fromthe CNTRL simulationand (mid- 60
dle) from the EXP2 simulation,with (bottom) the •s0
CIRA(1986) average. January is at left, and July is ' 40
at right. The contourinterval is 10 K (dark shading= 30
indicates< 200 K).
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main, focusingon January and July zonal mean fields,
10-yearensemblemeans.Thesetwo monthsare in fact
representativeof the most interesting changesoccur-

ringbetween
thetwosimulations
and
ß Thetemperature
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are comparedto the CIRA(1986) referenceatmosphere
[Fleminget al., 1990]. As expectedfrom the latitudetime sectionsshown previously, Figure 6 indicates re-
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the two model versions
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forboththenorthern
andsouthern
winters,
withthe

EXP2 simulation
generallywarmerat polarlatitudes

in the stratosphere.
In January, the northern polar lower stratosphere
temperature of EXP2 is 10-20 K warmer than that
of CNTRL. In addition, in January a modest warming is also found poleward of 30øN in the upper meso-

sphere,bringingthe temperaturethere in closeragreement with the CIRA(1986) data. Note, however,that
the CIRA(1986) mesospheric
temperaturesare basedon
a limited data set, and may be affectedby biasesaslarge
as 10 K [Lawrenceand Randel, 1996; Lilbkenand yon
Zahn, 1991]. The northernwinter polar stratopausein
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Figure 7. Ensemblemean of the zonal mean zonal
wind (top) from the CNTRL simulation and (middle) from the EXP2 simulation, with (bottom) the
CIRA(1986) average.January is at left, and July is at
right. The contourintervalis 10 m s-• (dark shading,
< -60 m s-Z; light shading,> 60 m s-z).
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Figure 8. (right)Ensemble
meanof the residual
meanstreamfunctionfromthe CNTRLsimulationand(left)difference
between
the EXP2andCNTRLsimulations,
EXP2-CNTRL,of the
ensemblemean of the residualmean stream function. January is at top, and July is at bottom.

Contours
for the CNTRLfieldsare 2.5 kg m-1 s-1 between
0.01and1 hPa,25 kg m-1 s-1
between1 and 100hPa, and 1000kg m-1 s-1, below100hPa. Contoursfor the difference
fields

are2.5kgm-1 s-1 between
0.01and1 hPa,5 kgm-• s-1 between
1 and100hPa,and500kg
m -1 s-1

below 100 hPa.

residualcirculation(seeFigure 8). In Januaryin the 2 weaker than that from the CNTRL. However, Figure 7
summer hemisphere,no significantchangesare appar- showsthat althoughthe changeintroducedin the EXP2
entfromFigure6, but a difference
plot (EXP2-CNTRL, versiondoesinducea largereductionin the strengthof
it doesnot helpin reproducing
the
not shown)doesindicatea coolingof the order of a the July westerlies,
few degrees. As was found in the previoussections, equatorwardtilt with heightof the jet. Thereforethe
subtropicaljet is virtually missingin the
the summerstratosphereis not muchaffectedin either mesospheric
EXP2
integration
in the southernhemisphere.
hemisphere.
At
the
equator
the
EXP2 simulationis characterized
Changesin the zonalmeanwind are alsoquitenoticeeastward
jet in the middlemesosphere
able in the middleatmosphere(Figure 7). In the EXP2 by a pronounced
simulationvery weak westerliesare found for January for both Januaryand July. Strongwesterliesare also
in the northern hemisphere,and a singlejet of about presentin the CNTRL at the equatorin the mesosphere,
30 m s-1 and located 1 hPa, 30øN, is present in the a feature related to the semiannual oscillation at the
middle atmosphere. Concerningthe CNTRL experi- stratopause(i.e., the westwardjet seenat 50 km at the

ment, the Januarywinter westerliesare characterized equator)that is not substantiallydifferentin the two
by a morerealisticstructure,that is, a polarnightjet simulations. The dependenceof this oscillationon the
gravity waveparameterizationwasillusin the lower stratosphereand a subtropicaljet in the nonorographic
trated
by
Manzini
et al. [1997],who useda lowerresouppermesosphere.
Both CNTRL jets are alsoof realislution
version
of
the
MA/ECHAM4 model. Manzini et
tic strength(notealsothat the CIRA(1986)westerlies
al.
[1997]
found
that
the eastwardphaseof the oscillaare weakerthan otherestimates,eg., •ang½l [1992]and
tion
was
improved
when
the DSP parameterizationwas
HighResolution
DopplerImager(HARDI) observations

[Fleming½tag.,1996]). In contrast,in the southern used(with respectto Rayleighfriction). Comparing
with each
hemisphere,
the July polar night jet is more realistic the present(CNTRL and EXP2) simulations
other
and
with
that
of
Manzini
et
al.
[1997],
it
is found
in the EXP2 experimentthan in the control integra-

tion (alsowith respectto the otherdata sets)in the that the semiannual oscillation at the stratopause does
of
stratosphere,
wherethe EXP2 westerlies
are a factorof not changesubstantially,supportingthe robustness
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gravity
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the result. However, particular features of the semian- with estimates of the residual circulation from observanual oscillationat the stratopausedo showa sensitivity tions [Rosenlof,1995]. For July it is evidentthat the

to the gravity wave parameterizationsetting, as was al-

residual mean circulation is enhanced in EXP2 with re-

readyshownby a simplesensitivitytest [Manziniet al., spectto CNTRL throughoutthe middle atmosphere.
1997].Within the lowerequatorialstratosphere,
neither This enhancement
demonstrates
that the warmingof
the CNTRL nor the EXP2 simulationsproducea real- the polar winter stratosphereand the coolingof the
istic quasi biennial oscillation, although the zonal wind summerupper mesosphereoccurringin EXP2 with reanomaly to the climatologicalaveragedoesshowlower spectto the CNTRL are of dynamicalorigin. In Janfrequencyvariations, a feature common to other gen- uary, in the mesospherethe residual mean meridional

eral circulationmodels[Cariolle et al., 1993;Hamilton circulationis alsoenhancedin EXP2 with respectto the
et al., 1995].
control, while in the stratospherethe EXP2 circulation
Another remarkable difference between the two simis actuallyreduced.The total drag in the stratosphere
ulations is noted in the summer hemispheres,for both (the sum of the EP flux divergence
from the resolved
January and July. Namely, the easterliesin the up- wavesand the total gravity wavetendency)is in fact
per mesosphereare much stronger (in particularly in reducedin the EXP2 experimentin the stratosphere
January,with differences
up to 30-40 m s-x) in the for January.
EXP2 than in the CNTRL
simulation.
The EXP2 sumThe total (sumof DSP and orographic)gravitywave
mer easterliesare in much better agreement with the tendencyfromthe two experiments
is comparedin FigCIRA(1986) data.
ure 9, where the January and July zonal mean fields,
Figure 8 shows the residual mean stream function

10-year ensemble mean, are shown. In both months

(computedfollowingthe transformedEulerian mean the total gravity wave tendencydoesnot presentdraformulation[Andrewset al., 1987]) for Januaryand matic changesin the summerhemisphere(the differJuly from the CNTRL and for the EXP2-CNTRL

dif-

ference. The CNTRL streamfunction clearly depicts
the upwellingat the equatorand the singlecell circulation in the middle atmosphere,with rising motionsin
the summerhemisphereand descendingmotion in the
winter hemisphere.Also, a seasonalasymmetryin the
circulationis noted, namely, a strongercirculationin
January than in July in the stratosphere,in agreement

ence plots however shows that the EXP2 deceleration

is larger, exceptin the subtropicallatitude band in the
mesosphere).During winter the distributionof the to-

tal gravity wavetendencydoesdiffer remarkably. In
both Januaryand July the total gravitywavetendency
in EXP2 is characterizedby local decelerationmaxima
at middle - high latitudes closeto 0.1 hPa. Part of the
gravity wave momentum flux deposition in the EXP2
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integration
thereforeno longeroccursat the top of the gravity wave spectrum launched at 110 hPa has a tomodel,but takesplacelowerdownin the middlemeso- tal rms wind speedof 1.75 m s-z, uniformin time and
sphere. The appearanceof a seconddrag maximum space. It is therefore of interest to evaluate at 110 hPa
at loweraltitudesis responsiblefor the large circulation the total rms wind speed that results from the EXP2
changes
shownin Figure? and8 andassociated
temper- experiment, where the spectrum is launchedat the sur-

ature changes
shownin Figure6. The orographiccom-

face.

The total gravity wave rms wind speedfor each January
and July from the EXP2 simulation is shown in
is substantiallyreducedin the EXP2, however,because
the simulated middle atmospherewinds are substan- Figure 11. On average the zonal mean gravity wave
rms wind speed that results from the EXP2 simulation
tially smallerin that simulation.

ponentto the total gravitywavetendency(Figure10)

is smallerin the tropics,about 1 m s-z in the vicinity

4. Changes in Gravity Waves

of the equator, and then increasespoleward. In both
hemispheres,the rms wind speed poleward increase is
larger in summer than in winter. The rms wind speed

In this section the attention is on determining what
are the relevant changesin the parameterized grav- reaches2 m s-z at high latitudesin summer,whilein
ity wave spectrumof the two experimentsthat bring winterthe rms wind speedis 1.5 m s-z. Giventhat a
about the remarkablechangesin the large-scale(re- rms wind speedof 1.5 m s-z waslaunchedat the sursolved)circulationof the middleatmospherereported face in EXP2 experiment, a substantial filtering from
above. As was described in section 2, the two experi- the troposphericwinds must have occurred in order to
mentsare forcedby a homogeneous
(in spaceand time) balance the rms wind speed increaseexpected from the
and isotropicspectrumof gravity waves,launchedat decreaseof the air density between the surface and 110
differentheightsin the two experiments,namely a pres- hPa. Filtering by the troposphericwinds can also exsurelevel(ll0 hPa) closeto the tropopausein the CN- plain the smaller rms wind speed in winter, when the
TRL simulation and the surface in EXP2. Possible reatropospheric winds are stronger. Note also that there
sonsfor the changesin the flow resolvedby the general appears to be very little interannual variability in the
circulation model may thereforeinclude variations asso- monthly zonal mean rms wind speed,given the narrow
ciated with how the current parameterization represent

cluster

of the curves.

Concerning the comparison with the control experiment, it is of interest to note that the EXP2 gravity
posphere.
In the control experiment the azimuthally isotropic wave rms wind speed emerging from the troposphere

the propagationof the gravity wavesthrough the tro-
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Figure 11. Zonal mean of the total gravity wave rms wind speedfrom the EXP2 simulationat
110 hPa. Each curve is a monthly mean from the 10-year integration. January is at top, and
July is at bottom.

is on average comparable to that used in the control
at the launching height. In particular, during winter,
when the largest changesin the large scalecirculation
have been reported, the EXP2 gravity wave rms wind
is on averageslightly smaller. The warming of the polar stratospherefound in EXP2 appears therefore not
to be directly related to the total gravity wave forcing
emergingfrom the troposphere.
From Figure 11 it has already been suggestedthat
the filtering of gravity wavesby the troposphericwinds
limits the growth of the rms wind with heightwithin the
troposphere. In addition, it is expectedthat only waves
that propagatein the direction of the backgroundwind
are filtered out, thus producing an anisotropicdistribution of the gravity waves at 110 hPa. This differential
azimuthal filtering in the EXP2 simulation is shown in
Figure 12, where the componentsof the momentumflux
projected in the eastward and westward azimuths are
plotted as long- and short-dashedcurves,respectively.
Also shown,for comparison,is the eastward(or west•
ward, they are identicalby contruction)momentumflux
,

eastward and westward componentsof the momentum
flux are reduced,presumablythe result of filtering by
strong nonzonalcomponentsof the troposphericflow.
At high latitudes, the eastwardand westwardmomentum fluxes are reducedby a similar amount. Therefore
their net effect on the backgroundflow averagedover
the troposphere should be small.
As may be expectedfrom the previousdiscussion,in
the EXP2 experiment the gravity wave net zonal momentum flux is negative at midlatitudes in the troposphere, as is shown in Figure 13 for the January and
July zonal average. In the stratosphere,the net momentum flux remains negative only in the winter hemi-

spheres(becauseeastwardmovinggravity wavesare removed),while it becomespositivein the summerhemispheres. The easterliesin the summerhemispherein
fact facilitate the dissipationof westward moving gravity waves.

In the control integration the gravity wave momentum flux is assumed to be isotropic at the launching
height. Thereforethe net flux is zeroat 110 hPa. In the
(opencircles)of the controlat 110 hPa, as well as the stratosphere,the CNTRL zonal net momentumflux at
eastwardmomentumflux of EXP2 at the surface(solid midlatitudes is positive becausejust above the launching height the westerliesdecreasewith height, therefore
line).
At 110 hPa, above the location of the tropospheric filtering out westwardgravity waveswith respectto the
jets, the eastwardmomentumflux is strongly reduced (relatively large and positive) winds at the launching
with respect to its surfacevalue. In addition, it is also height. At high latitudes in winter the net momentum
considerablysmaller then the value at 110 hPa in the flux is negativealso in the CNTRL integration. The
control simulation. In contrast, in the tropics, both the most remarkable differences between the two experi-
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ments are therefore found in the 20ø-50 ø latitude

bands

of each hemisphere, where the net momentum flux is of
opposite sign in the lower stratosphere. In the southern hemisphere winter at 60øS a difference of about an
order of magnitude is also noted between the two experiments. In the winter mesosphere,above the core
of the polar night stratosphericjet, where the vertical
wind shear is negative, the large negative net momentum flux present in EXP2 may therefore be deposited

and causethe strongdecelerationof the zonal mean flow
shown in the previous section.

5. Changes in Planetary

Waves

The stationary geopotentialheight wavesfor January
are shownin Figure 14, from the NCEP data (15-year
averages)and from the two experiments(10-yearaverages),at selectedpressurelevels:500, 50 and 1 hPa.
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In the troposphere(500 hPa), the zonalheightanomalies are dominated by synoptic scale eddies: Troughs
(negativeanomaly)overeasternNorth Americaand the
east Asia- western Pacific sector; and high- pressure
systems(positive anomaly) over the North Atlanticwestern Europe sector, central Asia, and western North
America. Both model versionscapture the pattern and
strength of the troposphericstationary eddies. The resuits from the two experiments are quite similar, only
a moderateweakeningof the North Atlantic-European
height and moderate enhancementsof the North Atlantic trough and of the central Asia high are apparent in the EXP2 experiment. The 500 hPa geopotential heightdifferencebetweenthe two experiments(not
shown)is in fact small, expect over the North Atlantic
- western Europe sector where it is reminiscent of the
tropospheric - stratospheric mode of variability found

in variousstatisticalanalysisfrom observations[Baldwin et al., 1994; Perlwitz and Graf, 1995; Kodera et

al., 1996]. The North Atlantic- westernEuropesector
might therefore be the region where the middle atmosphere circulation changesseen in the previous section
and related to the strength of the polar night jet could
affect the tropospheric circulation. Further analysis of
the simulations would be required to evaluate in detail
this downward effect, outside the scope of this paper,
although of interest.
At lower pressure levels, where the westerlies are
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the planetarywavesindirectly,thoughthe changesthat
it induceson the zonal meanflow (Figure 7), and the
planetarywaveinducedmeanflow driving wouldtrigger a feedback mechanism that would further reduce

the meanflow [Boville,1986]. The momentumflux deposition due to the parameterizedgravity waves may
havehoweveralsoa direct effecton the planetary waves,
by dampingthe planetarywavesand/or by providinga
generationmechanism[Miyahara et al., 1986; McLandressand McFarlane, 1993; Smith, 1996, 1997]. Evaluating the relative importance of the indirect or direct

effectof the gravity waveson the planetary wavesis difficult in the contextof the simulationsbeing discussed
here. This goal would be more convenientlyachieved
with more idealized experimentsin a more simplified
setting than that of a generalcirculation model. At the
presentstage, only evidencethat the DSP gravity wave
momentum flux deposition does play a direct role in
damping the planetary waves in the EXP2 simulation
is shownin Figure 15, where the meridional wind, the
DSP gravity wave net meridional momentum flux, and
the DSP gravity wave meridional tendency are plotted
at 65øN.

The filtering by the troposphericwinds of the gravity wavesdemonstratedfor the zonal mean flow (previous section) that occursin EXP2 is found to occur
also for the zonally varying flow (the meridional flow
is show in Figure 15 because of its more pronounced
stronger,the synoptic scalesare filtered out [Char- zonal asymmetry). Figure 15 showsin fact that when
ney and Drazin, 1961]: at the 50 hPa level the NCEP the rneridionaltroposphericwind is positive(negative)
height anomaly is dominated by a stationary planetary the net meridional momentum flux is negative (posiwavenumber2 and a wavenumber 1 emergesat 1 hPa. tive). A similar filtering by the stratosphericwinds is
The filtering by the westerlies of the synoptic scalesis alsofoundin the controlintegration(Figure 15, right).
captured by both simulations.
At 50 hPa and at middle latitudes at 1 hPa, there is
still good agreement between the simulations and the
observations. In contrast, at polar latitudes at 1 hPa,
a noticeabledifferenceappears: The positive and nega-

However, as in the case of the zonal mean, also the

local (i.e., zonally varying) net momentumflux is substantially larger in EXP2 than in CNTRL in the lower
stratosphere,thus favoring the dissipationof the planetary waves at a lower altitude in EXP2 than in CNTRL.
In the case of the EXP2 experiment, the meridional

tive peaks(over northwesternAsia and Greenland,respectively)of the height anomaliesare about a factor wind is foundthereforeto sharplydecrease
in strength
of 2 smallerin EXP2 than in the control integration. In with heightin the lowermesosphere
(in particularbecomparisonto the NCEP stationary waves,it therefore tween60øWand 120øWand around60øE).In contrast,
appears that the CNTRL stationary waves are some- the CNTRL meridional
wind startsto decrease
sharply

what too strongat 1 hPa at polar latitudes (poleward only in the upper mesosphere,where the CNTRL DSP
of 60øN), while the EXP2 wavesare too weak. The spa- gravity wave tendency is quite large. Note also that
cial structure of the simulated waves does not appear abovethe mid-mesospheric
(--•0.1hPa) maximaof the
to be substantially affected, however,and is also in rel- DSP gravity wavedecelerationin EXP2, the meridional
atively good agreementwith the NCEP wave structure. wind is anticorrelatedwith the stratosphericmeridional
A substantialreductionof the amplitude of wavenum- wind (at l0 hPa, for instance),in agreementwith the
ber 1 and 2 in the upper stratosphereand lower meso- observations
of Smith [1996].
sphereat high latitudes is alsoobtained from the zonal
As in the caseof the zonalmean (Figure10), the
decomposition
of the geopotentialheight and tempera- three-dimensional
orographicgravity wavedrag is deture fields(not shown).
creasedin EXP2 with respectto the controlintegration.
Possiblereasonsfor the decreasein the planetary The orographicgravitywavedragcannot thereforeconwave amplitude in EXP2 with respect to CNTRL in- tribute to an increasein the dissipationof the planetary
cludechangesin wave propagationand dissipationdue waves.
to the reported changesin the zonal mean flow. In this
The decrease
in the strengthof the planetarywavesin
case, the gravity wave parameterization would affect EXP2 in the upper stratosphereand lowermesosphere
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Figure 15. (top) Januaryensemblemean of the meridionalwind, (middle) the DSP gravity
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Pa. The contourintervalfor the tendencyis 2.5 m s-1 d-1.

at high latitudes is also accompaniedby an increasein
the Eliassen-Palm(EP) flux convergence
(body force
per unit mass)in EXP2 with respectto CNTRL (see
Figure 16). In the CNTRL integration,Figure 16 shows
that the resolvedwaves exert a negative force on the
zonal mean flow throughout most of the winter middle
atmosphere. The largest decelerationoccursat midlatitudes in the lower mesosphere. The EXP2-CNTRL
differenceindicatesthat at high latitudes(60ø-70øN)in
the mesosphere
the EP-flux convergence
(i.e., decelera-

tion) is enhancedin the EXP2 experiment.In contrast,
at middle latitude the differenceis positive,i.e., the EPflux convergence
is reducedin the EXP2 experiment.A
largerEP-flux convergence
at high latitudes,wherethe
planetary waves are most reduced, is consistentwith
the suggestion
that the EXP2 planetary wavesare dissipatedin the lowermesosphere
by the DSP gravitywave
parameterization(althoughplanetarywave- meanflow
interactionsand forcingby the orographicgravity wave
drag at middlelatitudescannotbe ruled out). Figure
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The contourintervalis 5 m s-• d-•.

16 also showsthat differencesin the EP divergencein

the troposphere
arerelativelysmall(lessthen 5 m s-•
d-l).

the simulation of the southern winter stratosphere is
affected by a substantial cold temperature bias and
the northern winter stationary eddiesare somewhat too
strong at polar latitudes. These model deficiencieshave

6. Summary and Conclusions
The sensitivityof the long-termresponseof the middle atmospherecirculation simulated using a general
circulationmodelto changesin the sourcespectrumof a
gravitywaveparameterization
hasbeeninvestigated
by
performingtwo 10-yearintegrations. The generalcir-

beenfoundto be sensitiveto the gravity waveforcing.
The effects of varying the source spectrum can be
summarized as follows: (1) With respect to the control experiment, the experiment with the surface as

the launchingheight (EXP2) presentsa remarkableimprovement in the simulation of the long-term zonal
mean circulation of the polar stratosphereduring the
culationmodelusedis the MA/ECHAM4 model(sur- southernwinter and spring. The polar coldtemperature
faceto 80 km) andthe parameterizationof the momen- bias is virtually eliminatedin EXP2. (2) Strong easttum flux deposition due to a continuousgravity wave erlies in the subtropical mesospherecharacterize EXP2
spectrumis basedonthe Dopplerspreadformulationof in summer, again an improvement. (3) In the EXP2
Hines[1997a,b1. In additionto the Dopplerspreadpa- experiment, the stationary wavesare substantially rerameterization, the generalcirculationmodel includes duced in the northern winter upper stratosphereand
a modifiedversionof the McFarlane[19871orographic mesosphere.This reductionin the strength of the plangravitywavedragparameterization.Currently,the two etary waves might be excessive,given that the model
bias changesfrom too strong (CNTRL) to too weak
gravity waveparameterizations
are uncoupled.
The first 10-yearintegrationperformedwith the MA (EXP2) planetary waves. (4) In the northern hemiECHAM4 model, CNTRL, employsfor the DSP grav- sphere winter, the zonal mean circulation is too much
ity wave spectruma launchingheight at the 110 hPa reduced in the EXP2 simulation.
Changesin planetary wavesthat occur in the southpressureleveland a gravitywaverms wind speedthere
of 1.75 m s-•. In the second10-yearintegration, EXP2, ern hemisphere between the two simulations are also rethe sourcespectrumis insteadlaunchedat the surface markablebut are not shownin this work. A preliminary
witha gravitywavermswindspeed
of 1.5m s-•. The analysisindicatesthat in the southernhemispherethere
presentwork focuson the longtime averagebehavior, is a differencein the relative role played by the largest
the analysisof the time variability (from interannualto planetary waves in the two experiments. In July, for
instance, the CNTRL height field appears to be domdaily scales)of the modelresultsis progress.
The simulation of the lower stratosphereof the CN- inated by a wavenumber2 pattern (in contrast with
TRL experimentpresentsseveralrealistic features: a observations),while wavenumberI dominatesin EXP2
small zonal mean temperaturebias (lessthan 5 K); (in agreementwith observations).
Diagnostics of the parameterized gravity waves inthe strength, structureand seasonalevolutionof the
zonal wind in agreementwith observations;and in the dicate that the differences in the zonal mean state as
northern hemispherewinter realistic stationary eddies. well as the differencesin the northern hemisphereplanIn contrast, in the upper stratosphereand mesosphere etary waves are related to the gravity wave net mo-
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mentum flux emerging from the troposphere. In the
EXP2 experiment the gravity wave net zonal momentum flux emergingfrom the troposphereis negative at
middle and high latitudes throughoutthe year. In contrast, in the experiment with launching height at 110
hPa, the gravity wave net momentumflux is zero by
constructionat the launching height. In the EXP2 experimentthe negativenet zonalmomentumflux above
the tropospherefacilitates the decelerationof the westerlies in the mesosphere,above the core of the winter
stratospheric eastward jet. In contrast, the negative
net zonal momentum flux limits the upper mesospheric
deceleration of the easterlies in summer. The strong
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